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TWO REMARKS ON CONTACT METRIC STRUCTURES
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1. Introduction. This paper is a continuation of the author's
paper [1] in which it was shown that there are no flat contact metric
structures on a contact manifold of dimension ^ 5. Although this
result is a non-existence theorem, the argument yields some positive
results on certain contact metric manifolds. Here we prove two such
results.

THEOREM A. A contact metric manifold M2n+1 is a K-contact mani-
fold if and only if the Ricci curvature in the direction of the chara-
cteristic vector field ξ is equal to 2n.

THEOREM B. Let M2n+1 be a contact metric manifold and suppose
that R(X, Y)ξ = 0 for all vector fields X and Y. Then M2n+1 is locally
the product of a fiat (n + ΐ)-dimensional manifold and an n-dimen-
sional manifold of positive constant curvature 4.

In Section 4 we discuss the contact structure on the tangent sphere
bundle of a flat Riemannian manifold as an example of Theorem B.

2. Proof of Theorem A. Throughout this paper we use the same
notation and terminology that was used in [1]. Recall that a contact
metric structure (φ, ξ, η, g) is said to be K-contact if the vector field ξ
is Killing. For a contact metric structure one automatically has

(j^<7)(X, ζ) = ζη(X) - y([ζ, X]) = {£fiφ{X) = 0

by the invariance of the contact form η under the 1-parameter group
of ξ. Since dη is also invariant and dη(X, Y) = g(X, φY), we see that
ξ is Killing if and only if £fξφ = 0.

It is well known that on a ϋΓ-contact manifold the sectional curva-
ture of a plane section containing ξ is equal to 1, [3]. Thus we shall
only prove the sufficiency in Theorem A and do so by showing that the
operator h = (1/2)«S?J0> vanishes.

In [1] the following general formulas for a contact metric structure

(φ> ζ> V> v) were obtained

(2.1) Vxξ = -φX-φhX
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and

(2.2) i-(Λ(£, X)ξ - 9,Λ(f, <pX)f) - h2X
Δ

Now let {Xi, XΛ+i, ζ} i = 1, , n be a local orthonormal basis such that
Xn+i = φX., Then as ftf = 0 and φf = 0, taking the inner product of
(2.2) with X belonging to the basis and summing we see that

tr h2 = 2n - g(Qξ, ξ)

where Q is the Ricci curvature operator.
Now if the Ricci curvature in the direction ζ is equal to 2n, we

have tr h2 = 0. It was also shown in [1] that h is a symmetric operator
and hence its eigenvalues are real. The eigenvalues of h2 are therefore
non-negative so that tr h2 = 0 implies that h = 0 as desired.

3. Proof of Theorem B. From equation (2.2) we see that the con-
dition R(X, Y)ζ = 0 for all vector fields X, Y implies that h2 = -φ2; in
particular note that hζ = 0 and rank h = 2n. Thus the non-zero eigen-
values of h are ± 1 and their eigenvectors are orthogonal to ξ. Now
from dη(X, Y) = (l/2)(g(Γxζ, Y) - g(Vγζ, X)) = g(X, φY) and equation
(2.1) one can easily see that φh + hφ = 0. Thus if X is an eigenvector
of + 1 (respectively —1), φX is an eigenvector of —1 (respectively
+ 1). Consequently the contact distribution D defined by η = 0 is
decomposed into the orthogonal eigenspaces of ± 1 which we denote by
[ + 1] and [ — 1] respectively. We denote by [ — l ] 0 [ ί ] the distribution
spanned by [ — 1] and the vector field ζ. Note that equation (2.1) says
that Vxξ = 0 for I e [ - 1 ] and Vxξ = -2φX for Xe[ + Ϊ\.

In [1] it was shown that [ —1], [ — 1] 0 [ί] and [ + 1] are integrable.
Thus M2n+1 is locally the product of an integral submanifold Mn+1 of
[ — l ] φ [ ί ] and an integral submanifold Mn of [ + 1]. In particular we
can choose coordinates (u°f , u2n) such that djdu\ , d/dun e [ — 1] 0 [ζ]
and Xi = d/dun+i e [ + 1], i = 1, , n. In [1] the following formulas were
obtained

(3.1) VφXίφXά = 0 ,

(3.2) g(VΨXiXh Xk) = 0 ,
and

(3.3) g(Fx/XiφXjf φXι) - g(Fx/XiXjf X%) = -4g(Xi9 X,)g(Xk, Xι) .

Now since {φXi} ξ} is a local basis of tangent vector fields on Mn+1,
equation (3.1) and R(X, Y)ξ = 0 show that Mn+1 is flat.

Next notice that Vφx.Xά = 0. For, we have equation (3.2), g(VφXiXά,
φXk) = -g(Xi9 Vψx.φXk) = 0 by equation (3.1) and g(Fφx.Xjf ξ) = -g(Xjf
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Pφxtζ) = 0 by equation (2.1). Now interchanging i and k in (3.3) and
subtracting we have

g(R(Xkf Σt)φXi9 φXx) - g(R(Xk, Xt)XJf Xt)

= -4g(Xif Xi)g(Xh, Xι) + 4g(Xk, Xs)g(Xi, Xι) .

Using V9ZiXi = 0 and [φXif φXk] = 0 we see that g(R(Xk, Xt)φXj9 φXx) =
g(R(φXd, φXι)Xk, Xt) = 0 and hence g(R(Xk, Xt)XSf X%) = A(g(Xίf Xs)g{Xhf

Xι) — g(Xkf Xj)g(Xif X,)) completing the proof.

4. The tangent sphere bundle. In this section we shall show that
the tangent sphere bundle of a flat Riemannian manifold admits a con-
tact metric structure satisfying R{X, Y)ξ = 0. Y. Tashiro [6] showed
that this structure was iΓ-contact if and only if the base manifold has
positive constant curvature 1 in which case the structure is Sasakian.

We first give some preliminaries on the tangent bundle. Let M be
an (n + l)-dimensional manifold and π: TM~*M its tangent bundle. If
(a;1, •••, xn+1) are local coordinates on ikf, we set q* = a?*off; then (q\ •••,
qn+ί) together with the fibre coordinates (v\ -- ,vn+ί) form local coordi-
nates on TM. If X is a vector field on M, its vertical lift Xv is defined
by Xvω = ω(X)oπ where ω is a 1-form which on the left side of this
equation is regarded as a function on TM. For an affine connection D
on M one defines the horizontal lift XH of X; see Yano and Ishihara
[7] or Dombrowski [2] for details. The connection map K: TTM-+TM
is then given by KXH = 0 and K(XV

Z) = Xnz)J ZeTM. Similarly TM
admits an almost complex structure defined by JXH = Xv and JXV -
— XH. Dombrowski [2] shows that J is integrable if and only if D
has vanishing curvature R and torsion.

If now G is the Riemannian metric on M and D its Riemannian con-
nection, we define a Riemannian metric g on TM, called the Sasaki
metric [4], by

(4.1) g(X, Y) = G(π*X, π*Y) + G(KX, KY)

where here X and Y are vectors on TM. The Riemannian connection

V of g is given at a point Z e TM by

H

Z-\{R{X, Y)zγ
Δ

+ (DXYY'Z

VχrYv = 0 .
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The curvature tensor of V will be denoted by R. g is a Hermitian
metric for the almost complex structure J. On TM we define a 1-form
β by the local expression β = Σ Giάv

5dq\ As is well known /3 induces a
contact structure on the tangent sphere bundle TJd. Moreover 2dβ is
the fundamental 2-form of the almost Hermitian structure (J, G). Sum-
ming up we see that (J, G) is an almost Kahler structure on TM which
is Kahlerian if and only if M is flat [2, 5].

As is customary we regard T^M as the bundle of unit tangent
vectors; however owing to the factor 1/2 in the coboundary formula for
di), a homothetic change of metric will be made. (If one adopts the
convention that the 1/2 does not appear, this change is not necessary,
but to be consistent the odd-dimensional sphere as a standard example
of a ϋΓ-contact manifold should then be taken as a sphere of radius 2.)

Now TλM is a hypersurface of TM and the vector field v^djdv*) is
a unit normal as well as the position vector for a point Z in a fibre of
TM. c will denote the immersion, π = πoζ the projection map and gf —
c*g the induced metric. Define φ\ £', and if on TJML by, t%ξ' = —JN
and Jc%X = t*φ'X + τf(X)N; (φ\ £', if, g') is then an almost contact
metric structure. Moreover if is the contact form on TJΛ induced from
β on TM as one can easily check. However g'(X, φ'Y) = 2dη\X, Y), so
that (<£>', ξ', if, g') is not a contact metric structure. Of course, the diffi-
culty is easily rectified and we shall take i] = (1/2))/, ξ - 2£', φ = φ',
fir = (l/4)#' as our contact metric structure on TλM.

Let V be the Riemannian connection of g. For completeness we give
explicitly the covariant derivatives of ξ and φ. X and Y will denote
horizontal tangent vector fields to TtM and U and TΓ will denote verti-
cal tangent vector fields. Using e*ξ = 2vi(d/dxi)H and equations (4.2) we
obtain at a point Z G ^ I C TM

(4.3) ( ^ F x ί ) z = -Cg(ττ*X, Z)Z)V

(4.4) ( ^ F ^ ) * = - 2 ^ ^ ^ - (R(Kc*U, Z)Z)H

{c*{VΠφ)X)z = -

(4.5) (̂ (F«τ9>) TΓ)Z = 2flf( CΓ, ΐ^)^f z + hβ(Kc^ U, Z)Kc* W)H
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where tan denotes the tangential part.
We can now prove the following theorem.

THEOREM C. The contact metric structure (φ, ξ, 7], g) on TXM satisfies
R(ξ9 U)ζ = 0 for all vertical vector fields U if and only if M is fiat
in which case R(X, Y)ξ = 0 for all vector fields X and Y on TγM.

PROOF. Using equation (4.2) we can easily obtain

KR{XH, UV)YH = i-£(X, R(U, Z)Y)Z + —R(X, Y)U

for any three vector fields X, U and Y on M. If now we let U be a
vertical tangent vector field on TJd, then R(ξ, U)ξ = 0 implies that

R(Z, R(Kc*U, Z)Z)Z = 0

and hence that

R(Z, R(X, Z)Z)Z = 0

for all vectors X and Z on M. Therefore

0 = G(R(Z, R(Z, X)Z)Z, X) = \\R(Z, X)Z\\2

that is R(Z, X)Z = 0 for all vectors X and Z on M. Linearizing this
and using the Bianchi identity we have that R(X, Y)Z = 0 for all X, Y
and Z on M.

Conversely if M is flat, equations (4.3) and (4.4) give Vxξ = 0 for
Xhorizontal and Vπζ = — 2φU for U vertical. Thus the vertical distri-
bution on TJd is the [+ 1] distribution of our earlier sections and the
horizontal distribution is the [— 1] © [f ] distribution. Moreover by the
flatness of M these distributions are integrable and hence for X and Y
horizontal on TJd and U and W vertical we may take these as coordi-
nate vectors as in Section 3. Now R(X, Y)ξ = 0 is trivial,

R(X, U)ξ = -2FxφU=0

by equation (3.1), and

R(U, W)ξ = -2FuφW + 2VwφU

- -2{VΌφ)W+2{Vwφ)U

- -4g(U, W)ζ + 4g(W, U)ξ

= 0

by equation (4.5).
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